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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
I am Emilie Vallet. I am co-founder of Bengs, a consulting agency in strategy and innovation.We are very honored to present with Philippe Pierrot who is here, representing Aptar, the original approach we have experimented together to lead Aptar Project Portfolio Management transformation, which is a bit different from the classical agile approaches.We adopted a minimum viable product (MVP) strategy. Basically, this means that we focused only on the bare minimum needed to satisfy early adopters with respect to their short-term business agenda and we took time to build the rest only as their use and experience grew.I am Philippe Pierrot. I have spent most of my carrier between Europe and AsiaI have been with Aptar for 6 years now. I was leading the Beauty Center of Excellence in Asia and the Innovation Hub in China. Before that I have spent nearly 27 years with L’Oréal, where I have held various positions within the Operations. I have always been confronted with complex project management issues. And now I am leading the Aptar Project & Portfolio Management transformation and very happy to share this experience with you. 



WHO
WE ARE

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Very quickly to tell you a bit more about us …
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AS A CONSULTING PARTNER, WE ENERGIZE YOUR TEAMS 
TO BRING YOUR ORGANIZATION THE NEXT LEVEL
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
At Bengs we believe acceleration is of the essence to survive. The name of our company, bengs, is a contraction of Business Energies.It clearly embodies the contraction of time that we want our customers to experienceAs part of our services we support large companies to lead their buisness transformation and digitalization around strategic planning and project portolio managementOur role is to accelerate business convergence, design robust and scalable business core models, accelerate Planisware implementation cycles through the deployment of minimum viable products that can demonstrate a business fit and an economic impact within 6 to 12 months maximum.We lead projects mainly across Europe, North America and in a more opportunistic way in Asia. Our offices are in Paris and in New York.



APTAR, A GLOBAL LEADER IN DRUG DELIVERY, CONSUMER 
PRODUCT DISPENSING AND MATERIAL SCIENCE SOLUTIONS  
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FOOD + BEVERAGE PHARMABEAUTY + HOME

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Aptar is a major player ….We re-imagine packaging solutions to improve your everyday life, and in some cases, even save your life.You might not be aware of it, but we are in most of the products you use on a daily basis.We cover three business segmentsFood and Beverage: where we do dispensing closures, pumps, food trays, …Beauty and Home: where we also do dispensers, pumps, closures, and also airless solutionsPharma, where we do medical dosing devices, inhalers, active material solutions, elastomeric solutions for syringes (very popular in those covid times )To give you some key figures … (next slide)



13,000 EMPLOYEES IN 20 COUNTRIES
$ 2,9 BIL TURNOVER, OVER 5,000 GLOBAL CUSTOMERS
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FOOD + BEVERAGE PHARMABEAUTY + HOME

14%* 44%* 42%*

* % of turnover (2020)

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We are present in 20 countries with 13 000 employees Our customers are global and include many of the world’s leading brands on those thre marketsPharma and Beauty and Home represented the largest share of our turnover.As you can imagine these segments have their own market specificities. It was one of our biggest challenge to design a common language for all of these businesses, while respecting in the meantime their own specific constraints. 



INTRODUCING
APPM

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Let’s jump into the subjectWhat is APPM?



APPM
APTAR PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
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Well, as you have easily guessed, APPM stands for Aptar Project Portfolio Management



APPM HELPS BUSINESS SEGMENTS

Drag & Drop Image

LAUNCH MORE PRODUCTS
BE EASY TO WORK WITH ON PROJECTS

AND ULTIMATELY KEEP CUSTOMERS HAPPY!
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
APPM helps Business Segments: Launch more productsBe Easy to work with on projects and ultimately keep customers happy!APPM is not promoted as a new system to implement, but as a new way of working in order to secure the businessAnd as Stephan Tanda, the President and CEO of Aptar says…
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We are not adding work, 
we’re improving how we work 
and how we lead.

“
“

Stephan B. TANDA
President & CEO

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
We are not adding work, we’re improving how we work, and how we lead



HOW 
DID WE DO IT?

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So how did we do it?



A FIRST INITIATIVE THAT FAILED
The announcement of a PPM project relaunch 
had created high expectations among the teams

AVERSION TO CORPORATE INITIATIVES
Any corporate core model implementation is 
often seen as stressful and confusing

DISENGAGING PROJECT MANAGERS
PM function was not yet fully valued and 

the lack of adherence to the platform’s first 
deployment has demotivated many project 
managers.

11

IT WASN’T EASY AT FIRST!

05.05.21

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Well, to be honest, we started with a lot of thorns in our sideFor many reasons.First, three years before we had launched a first implementation with Planisware. We decided to do it alone and considered it as the simple implementation of a new software.Well, let me tell you, it wasn’t simple at all. The popularity rating of the Planisware platform at that time was so low that we were far from the real expectations of the businesses.Second, there is a quasi systematic aversion to corporate initiatives. Everything that comes top down creates additional stress and confusion.And finally, the PM function was not yet fully valued and the lack of enthusiasm on the platform had finished to demotivate the most reckless.



SO WE RE-INVENTED
THE EXPERIENCE 
TO REGAIN TRUST 
AND CONFIDENCE !

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
So we had to twist the approach.What do Aptars collaborator like most of all? Making the best dispensing systems ever!We wanted to transform something complex, into something pleasant and easy to use.Like this bottle of ketchup whose packaging transformation has changed the life of those of my generation who used to struggle to find the bottom of the sauce with a knife (They will recognize themselves!)And surprisingly we decided not to do it alone this time
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ENERGIZING TEAMS TO ACT AS A “BUSINESS HACKERS”

Talk about what Aptar’s 
collaborators like most of all: 
Making the best dispensing 

systems ever!

Restart from a greenfield, 
break with the constraints of 

the legacy and act as 
“business hackers” to re-

invent new ways of working

From the APPM project make 
a desirable opportunity to 

access a new community and 
connect to a broader network

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
The idea behing the MVP approach was to remain resolutely business-driven at all costsFirst: ban any communication that is too system-oriented and talk about what Aptar’s collaborators like most of all: Making the best dispensing systems ever!Second: Restart from a greenfield, break with the constraints of the legacy and act as “business hackers” to re-invent new ways of workingThird: From the APPM project make an opportunity to access a new community and connect to a broader network. The project managers had to feel that it was so cool to be part of the community. And the executives had to be not only supportive but committed to a real change.
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THINK BIG
START SMALL

SCALE FAST!
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Présentateur
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Our moto is Think Big, Start small, but Scale fastWe like to make large companies experience the methods and ways of working of start-upsSo that they can disrupt their operating model or to create game-changing new businesses for them or their customersThat's what drove us in the approach
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COMMIT EXCOM ON A 
COMPANY-WIDE TARGET 
COVERING END-TO-END 
BUSINESS LIFECYCLE
One scalable core model for
•Early-Stage Innovation
•New Product Development
•Industrial Footprint Preparation
All segments, worldwide

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
First we had to think bigSky is the limit. We needed to be clear on the long-term ambition for Aptar, that would be sort of a North Star for everyone to guide the wayThe scope was ambitious. Defining a One Aptar PM & PPM framework, for all segments worlwide, starting from early-stage innovation, going through nee product development, down to the preparation of the industrial capacity to deliver the markets.  
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THREE DAYS CONTEST TO 
« HACK » THE PROCESS & 
TOOL
Focus first on short term achievable
Quick wins that will create positive 
impact in the P&L within 6 to 12 months

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Then back to short term realityNo organisation wants a three-year span between the formulation of an ambition and the actual observation of the first resultsWe started with the New Product Development portfolio and gathered a team of business hackers who would be the early adopters of APPM.They were instructed to free themselves from the legacy, and not waste any time on anything beyond the bare minimum they would need the secure their next quarterly business review.After a preliminary preparation phase, it took only 3 days (and 3 nights) to hack the process and the tool. After these 3 days we had a clear vision of the first minimum valuable product to experiment in real-life situation and that would: Have enough value that people are willing to use it, demonstrates enough future benefit to retain early adopters. provide a feedback loop to guide future development.We repeated that process several timeOur first sessions were face to faceWe had to adapt to manage this remotely due to the covid context. So now it takes a little longer. It’s more like a month to iterate and experiment a pre-configurated Proof of Concept.
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DEPLOY THE BIGGEST P&L FIRST 
TO RALLY THE GREATEST NUMBER

F+B
B+H

PH

80% 
TURNOVER
represented by 

Food + Beverage US
Beauty + Home Europe
Pharma Europe

20% 
TURNOVER
deployed later

Asia & LATAM (all business segments)

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In order to maximize the future benefits, the priority for the experimentation of this MVP was given to the business scope that represented 80% of the group’s turnover.The early adopters were the R&D teams within Food + Beverage US, Beauty + Home Europe and Pharma Europe.If this was a success, we knew that the rest of the organization would follow more easily. Well, hopefully it was a success. The first MVP was released in July 2019 and the first positive results were observable by the end of the year.Beginning of 2020 we maintained the momentum with a major PM convention organized in Paris in February in order to celebrate this success and onboard Asia and Latam.Covid stroke right at that time. The teams from China were instructed to freeze their travels just the day before. Nevertheless they managed to connect remotely to our event.The Latam and Indian teams had managed to come over but just a few weeks after they were in the same situation.And yet, it didn’t stop the teams. Two weeks later we were scaling up the deployments in all the regions in full remote and with the same level of commitment of the teams.
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ENGAGE PROJECT 
MANAGERS IN AN 
ACTIVE COMMUNITY 
OF BEST PRACTICES

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This was possible only because we had one additional ingredient to the magic sauceSince the very begining of the project we had created a Community of PM Champions who were the pioneers and the ambassadors of an emerging PM Community of Best Practices across the group.They played a key role both in the local coordination of deployments and in the cohesion of the PM managers across all segments and all regions.The community is very active now to make practices evolve, collect feedbacks and influence the design of future development.As soon as you minimize change management, you take a big risk.



ACTIVATE A 
PROMOTIONAL
CAMPAIGN THAT
MAKES THEM
ACTORS OF THE 
CHANGE

https://youtu.be/-jjRE8CI2vk

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
In harmony with the actions of the community we also set up a viral marketing campaign where we gave voice to the early adopters.This gave more authenticity than a pure top-down corporate communication, and people were more willing to engage themselves.The president of the segment is also very much involved in this communication.The first failure was forgotten and the legitimacy of APPM was now assured



ANY
QUESTIONS?



Emilie.vallet@bengs-lab.com

www.bengs-lab.com

Philippe.pierrot@aptar.com

www.aptar.com

mailto:helloparis@bengs-lab.com
mailto:Philippe.pierrot@bengs-lab.com
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